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ABSTRACT

CITY FORMED BY ARCHITECTURE, AND ARCHITECTURE CREATED BY HUMAN, THE RELATIONSHIP IN BETWEEN THE CITY AND IT’S PEOPLE ARE UNSEPRABLE. “IT IS DIFFICULT TO DESIGN A SPACE THAT WILL NOT ATTRACT PEOPLE” - WHAT IS REMARKABLE IS HOW OFTEN THIS HAS BEEN ACCOMPLISHED. TODAY, MANY PUBLIC SPACE SEEM TO BE INTENTIONALLY DESIGNED TO BE LOOKED AT BUT NOT TOUCHED OR FELT, THEY ARE NEAT, CLEAN, AND EMPTY. AS IF TO SAY, NO PEOPLE, NO PROBLEM! BUT TO US, WHEN A PUBLIC SPACE IS EMPTY, VANDALIZED, OR USED CHIEFLY BY UNDESIRABLES, THIS IS GENERALLY AN INDICATION THAT SOMETHING IS VERY WRONG WITH ITS DESIGN, OR ITS MANAGEMENT, OR BOTH. THE PUBLIC SPACE BECOME VERY IMPORTANT IN OUR DAILY LIVE. IN THIS SENSE, SPACE COULD BECOME AN IMPORTANT CONNECTION IN BETWEEN THE CULTURE AND ITS PEOPLE.
THE RELATIONSHIP OF PEOPLE AND THE CULTURE CONNECTION IS THE METAPHORICAL OF EMBODIMENT OF ARCHITECTURE AND PUBLIC SPACES. THEREFORE, BY UNDERSTAND THE NEEDS AND RELATIONSHIP OF PEOPLE COULD DEVELOP A BETTER AND INTERACTIVE SPACE FOR THE CITY. AS ONE COULD HOPE THE OUTCOME OF THIS THESIS WILL CREATE A MUCH MORE INTERACT OF SPACE TO ALLOW PEOPLE IN THE CITY TO RECONNECT THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO EACH OTHER.
Public space has been an important part of our daily live and experience since in the ancient culture. This kind of space sometime are forgotten by the people and sometime are the most valuable space for the commercial expression. The reason for a public space to be forgotten is because the generic of its image. In the culture point of view, a successful public spaces rely on people using them: “People make places, more than places make people”. We can also noticed that there is clear evidence of the importance of public spaces in successful regeneration policies and for creating sustainable communities. William H. Whyte once said, “It is difficult to design a public space that will not attract people - what is remarkable is how often this has been accomplished.” Generally, public space is a way to servece our society and cultures a better living environment, as well as to give some kind of valuable of living experience. Such as environmental enhancement and economic development.
The focus of this project is based on the endeavor of utilizing the existing left-over / dead-space in a particular area of the Bronx in New York. This proposed use of space is delineated by three separate interventions: One using the space in the median on South Boulevard in-between the Bronx Zoo and Crotona Park, one spanning the width of a sunken part of Interstate Highway 95 which runs along the east coast down to Florida, and one which springs out of the intersection between these two proposals. And another outcome of this project is to wish that this student’s thesis project could gain the benefit of using physical and digital skill or skills to present this project in a unusual way. By that one could think of using graphic, fashion, and other design related professional technique to present this project.
The first proposal, on .64 miles along the median of South Blvd., incorporates the needs of the surrounding community into its design. The program of this portion of the proposal is based not only on the surrounding zoning ordinances of the area, but on personal experience of its unique culture. These spaces include a youth center which houses a library, along with an indoor recreation facility and individualized educational spaces. Along the median are also designated spaces for the activation of the localized economic prosperity, including: open space for individual vendors, retail shops, and restaurants. To provide for the incorporation of this project into the larger network of existing public transportation, it will also include a re-designed bus stop accommodating the implications of the proposal. Collaborating with the existing land-uses, this proposal takes on a less commercial character when it runs through the district with worship facilities and residential neighborhoods. Intphase by way of one of two connection modes.
The second phase of the project is a structure designated for the creation and display of aerosol artwork. This structure spans across the width of Interstate 95, serving the secondary purpose of connecting the pedestrian activity of the two separate communities on either side. The general form and layout of this structure is organized vertically and horizontally by means of a smooth spatial transition between two modes of focus. This goes from a focus on the artwork itself near the exterior spaces to a focus on the underground community of artists deeper in the structure. This is an attempt to embody into the design the specific sub-cultural character of this form of artwork. The aerosol artist structure then funnels pedestrian activity to the third phase of the project through the use of the existing recreation space.
The third phase of the project is situated in-between the walls of the highway, supported on the median, in the stretch of highway between phase one and phase two. This structure merges certain aspects from each of the two phases into one, inclusive space with its own function. The programmatic layout of this structure is based on the needs of the surrounding community for reconnection, along with the need for a fully functioning market space. The building is then organized into two parts: the east end serves as a market for fresh produce, while the west end’s purpose is to give the community a place to grow their own food, either for themselves or for resale at the market. Similar to the plots of land sold off outside many major cities in Europe and throughout the world, this will give people the opportunity to lease their own portion of soil for tending herbs and vegetables. The space would not only serve the purpose as a way of traversing the gap in the landscape that the highway creates, but also as a destination in itself that is intricate to the livability of the area.


Will Wittig. Personal Interview. Graduate Program Director, Professor of Ecological Design. University of Detroit-Mercy.
FIRST EXPERIMENT PROJECT

PARK AVE. NYC
The assertion that the wall and floor lack any historical precedent is important to the idea of “non-meaning” and valid in terms of classical styles and their parts. Therefore, people and the user could evaluate their own way of expression of this space. Therefore, this public space should be a space that allow people to decide their own function and statics because in the end, design made for people, and people create design. This is a undecide space for the culture interaction and exchange.

_ENUMERATION OF ACTION_
PARK AVE. is a wide boulevard that carries traffic north and south in Manhattan in New York City. The thoroughfare is noted for its perennially high real estate prices and affluent reputation, especially as it runs through the Upper East Side. As Park Avenue enters Midtown north of Grand Central Terminal, it is distinguished by many glass-box skyscrapers that serve as headquarters for corporations. Each median is 20’ X 200’.
Country: United States
State: New York
Boroughs: The Bronx, Brooklyn, Manhattan, Queens, Staten Island
Settled: 1624
Government:
  - Mayor Michael Bloomberg (I) [1]
Area:
  - City: 468.9 sq mi (1,214.4 km²)
  - Land: 303.3 sq mi (785.6 km²)
  - Water: 165.6 sq mi (428.8 km²)
  - Urban: 3,352.6 sq mi (8,683.2 km²)
  - Metro: 6,720 sq mi (17,405 km²)
Elevation: 33 ft (10 m)
  - City: 8,214,426 (World: 13th, U.S.: 1st)
  - Density: 27,083/sq mi (10,456/km²)
  - Urban: 18,498,000
  - Metro: 18,818,536
  - Demonym: New Yorker
Time zone: EST (UTC-5)
  - Summer (DST): EDT (UTC-4)
Area code(s): 212, 718, 917, 347, 646
Some medians function secondarily as "green areas", beautifying roadways. Some jurisdictions mow their medians, others scatter wildflower seeds which germinate and re-seed themselves every year, while still others create extensive plantings of trees, shrubs, herbaceous perennials and decorative grasses. Where space is at a premium, dense hedges of shrubs filter the headlights of oncoming traffic and provide a resilient barrier.
The road that becomes Park Avenue originates as the Bowery. From 8th Street to 14th Street, it is known as Fourth Avenue. Above 14th Street, it becomes a north-south thoroughfare. From 14th Street to 17th Street, it forms the eastern boundary of Union Square and is known as Union Square East; its southbound lanes merge with Broadway for this distance. From 17th Street to 32nd Street, it is known as Park Avenue South, and, for the remainder of its distance, it is known as Park Avenue.
From Grand Central to 97th Street, Metro-North Railroad tracks run in a tunnel underneath Park Avenue (the Park Avenue Tunnel). At 97th, the tracks come above ground, rising onto the other Manhattan structure known as the Park Avenue Viaduct, creating a sharp drop in property values. The first street to pass under the viaduct is 102nd Street; from there to the Harlem River the railroad viaduct runs down the middle of Park Avenue.
"STEEL CLOUD" L.A. USA
DESIGN BY HAMI RASHID + LISE-ANNE COUTURE

"YOKOHAMA PORT TERMINAL" YOKOHAMA JAPAN
DESIGN BY FOREIGN OFFICE ARCHITECTS

"PRADA SOHO & L.A. FLAGSHIP" NY & CA USA
DESIGN BY OFFICE FOR METROPOLITAN ARCHITECT

"DUTCH PAVILION EXPO 2000" HANNOVER GERMANY
DESIGN BY MVRDV ARCHITECTS

"ROYAL ONTARIO MUSEUM" TORONTO CANADA
DESIGN BY DANIEL LIBESKIND ARCHITECTS
“Envisioned as a west coast equivalent of the Statue of Liberty, the 1988 West Coast Gateway competition was won by Asymptote, New-York based architects Hani Rashid and Lisa Ann Couture. The design attempts to give a physical form to the contemporary nature of the city and the importance of information and technology in our lives. Straddling a freeway in Los Angeles, the (regrettably) unbuilt project consists of multiple uses: galleries, libraries, cinemas, parks, plazas, and an aquarium. This collection of uses and their intentionally disconcerting scale acts as a monument to late twentieth-century life and its characteristics: the linearity of the freeway and its inherent movement, airplane as mode of movement for immigrants (as opposed to water for the Statue of Liberty), and the importance of technology as a cultural link.”
The “Steel Cloud’s” location above one of LA’s major downtown freeways gives the project an impetus for its dynamic structural response to site. The movement of the freeway below is translated into various linear structures extending into the distance at different angles. Different functions become apparent to drivers below, acting as billboards. Outdoor cinema projections give brief glimpses of one of the uses of an otherwise dead zone above the freeway.
"The Steel Cloud, a monument to Pacific Rim immigration to the United States, occupies a zone directly above the median strip of the Hollywood Freeway in Los Angeles. In an attempt to situate the monument in the context of the late 20th century an episodic architecture is proposed that is inspired by the optical phenomena, surveillance technology, telecommunication advances and the proliferation of information. This is a living monument, accommodating galleries, libraries, theaters, cinemas, parks, and plazas that are intersected by the fluid and transient spaces of the city."
The “Steel Cloud” is significant in many respects: its symbolic representation of life at the end of the twentieth century, its forward-thinking architectural vocabulary (almost without precedent), and especially its attempt to mend different parts of the city together by utilizing typically unusable space above a part of the city that has acted as a separator as much as it has a connector.
In the competition’s unbuilt nature lies its potential. It will become a piece of architectural influence and history, as much as Piranesi’s imaginary views, Ledoux and Boullee’s fantastical projects, Antonio Sant Elia’s futuristic cities, Le Corbusier’s League of Nations project and Rem Koolhaas’s entry for the Très Grande Bibliothèque in Paris, among many others. The power of these projects lies in their strong conceptual clarity and ability to see beyond the present constraints of architectural practice. Recently many architectural competitions have become generators for ideas (some actually only existing as “idea competitions”), but when these ideas confront with a potential to be built they remain ideas and are carried through into the architectural continuum.
“Our proposal for the project start by declaring the site as an open public space and proposes to have the roof of the building as an open plaza, continuous with the surface of Yamashita Park as well as Akaranega Park.

The project is then generated from a circulation diagram that aspires to eliminate the linear structure characteristic of piers, and the directionality of the circulation.”

FOA
The brief of the Yokohama International Port Terminal asked for the articulation of a passenger cruise terminal and a mix of civic facilities for the use of citizens in one building. The site had a pivotal role along the city’s waterfront that, if declared a public space, would present Yokohama City with a continuous structure of open public spaces along the waterfront.
The project starts with what the architects have named as the “no-return pier”, with the ambition to structure the precinct of the pier as a fluid, uninterrupted and multi-directional space, rather than a gateway to flows of fixed orientation. A series of programmatically specific interlocking circulation loops allow the architects to subvert the traditional linear and branching structure characteristic of the building. Rather than developing the building as an object or figure on the pier, the project is produced as an extension of the urban ground, constructed as a systematic transformation of the lines of the circulation diagram into a folded and bifurcated surface. These folds produce covered surfaces where the different parts of the program can be hosted.
The articulation of the circulation system with the constructive system through this folded organisation produced two distinct spatial qualities: the continuity of the exterior and the interior spaces and the continuity between the different levels of the building.
The relation between the skin and the areas established by the structural folds of the surface is one of the most important arguments of the project in that the folded ground distributes the loads through the surfaces themselves, moving them diagonally to the ground. This structure is also especially adequate in coping with the lateral forces generated by seismic movements that affect the Japanese topography.
Upon entering the store, which previously housed the SoHo branch of the Guggenheim Museum, visitors are met with a largely vacant space dominated by an oversized, round elevator. “investigating ways to reinvent the retail experience.”

The entire space is an exercise in versatility. At street level, movable cagelike display racks hang from the ceiling on industrial tracks. Wallpaper covering the entire north wall will be changed with each collection. On the lower level, most of the clothing is shown on movable wall units in a series of relatively cramped spaces. Throughout the store are rubbery seat cushions, stacked or spread out.

In the project for Prada SoHo, Koolhaas calls the salespersons “Prada Army”. The first wallpaper photo was taken by Andreas Gursky, and the shoes corner is called Shoe Theater. To get the aura of the world, he puts media stage, which is 14 video projections, and broadcast “peep show”, the world news and some images of the fashion show. In his diagram, service and the aura is a different vector. Atlas, big stores and catalogues are on the side of aura, and the database is on the side of service. (Project for Prada)

It is not practical at all, but Koolhaas’ design made the store a tourist stop, as a part of the mission. Hipness has a very high return on investment. Prada has reaped untold amounts of essentially free advertising from the SoHo store.
Especially the changing room design is outstanding. The concept was to eliminate the “hostile environment” in typical changing rooms. To that end, the OMA designed a glass door using SGG technology. Liquid crystal film inside the glass becomes opaque when an electric current through the film is cut off. Three lighting options are available inside the rooms. Koolhaas also wanted video monitors next to mirrors to show a person’s front and rear view at once. The software for Prada SoHo senses the rate of motion in an image. As the rate of motion increases, so does the delay of the video signal. This means that with little motion within the image, the display is near real-time. But if a person turns for the camera, the monitor does not show the spin until the person has come around to their original position, where they can watch it.
new, quite small project of Prada store in Beverly Hills, in California, USA, was designed by Rem Koolhaas /OMA/. The most significant part of project is absence of facade, so the 50 metres long building naturally turns to the street. There are glass cones on the street floor which invite people to come in by monumentalistic wooden stairs.
Inside the store, a large wooden stair forms a “hill,” a counterpart to the “wave” in the New York store, that supports an aluminum box floating above the entrance.

The aluminum box is lined with a new material specifically developed for Prada. Half matter, half air, the “sponge” provides a porous artificial background for the merchandise and further expands Prada’s physical identity in its stores.

A series of experiential and service-oriented features enhances both functioning and aura of the Prada stores. The dressing rooms are equipped with “magic mirrors”: a plasma screen invisibly built into the large mirror surface that allows customers to see themselves both from the front and the back at the same time. An integrated time delay can even capture and replay movements. The doors are made of Privalite glass that the customer can switch from transparent to translucent and control the privacy of the dressing room.
Ecology, congestion, population density, the relationship between natural and artificial: these are the themes addressed by MVRDV of Holland in their Dutch Pavilion for
MVRDV’s design of the Netherlands’ pavilion at Expo 2000 in Hanover, Germany, transforms the typical elements of the Dutch landscape such as water, windmills, forests, and flowers by simply but dramatically stacking them, creating a spectacular example of artificial nature.
“The Dutch Pavilion takes concepts of design and investigation of the city begun in previous years into greater depth and is one of the main emblems of the practice’s great vitality and ability to innovate, qualities its members have demonstrated in addressing the theme of new urban design since the ‘90s. Here the architectural idiom acts as a go-between, a filter through which to propose new solutions to the problems of pollution, depletion of natural resources, congestion and liveability in our cities.”

The pavilion emphasises the relationship between natural and artificial from the formal point of view too, by juxtaposing and overlapping opaque and clear materials, greenery and technology, areas open to the outside and others which are closed off, with its particular function of forging the environment.
In this “assemblage” we find the particular vocabulary of MVRDV, which developed building types based on the juxtaposition and combination of different elements in the ‘90s and has continued to apply them since. But in Hanover it is the landscape architecture that truly stands out, with its particular function of forging the environment.
The pavilion structure is in fact characterised by six different overlapping concepts of landscape.

From the ground floor, a “dune landscape” takes us to a “greenhouse landscape”, a space in which nature, and above all agricultural produce, reveal their strong link with life even in today’s high tech world.

In the “pot landscape”, large vases contain the roots of trees on the upper level, while screens and digital images express messages in light and colour. “Rain landscape” is dedicated to water, which becomes a screen and a support for audiovisual messages; large tree trunks populate the “forest landscape”, while at the top of the building a “polder landscape” contains large wind vanes and a big green area.

The current relevance of the theme of ecology, sustainability and a new relationship with nature is thus conveyed through strongly iconic architecture, becoming the first work to bring MVRDV to the attention of critics the world over.

This recent Project of MVRDV plays in a provoking way with the idea of exhibiting an image of a country like the Netherlands, where basically every part of the landscape is part of a cultural (re-)production. The pavilion’s idea is to stack a theme park of artificial landscapes, with themes like agriculture, rain, sea, forest etc. and to make it a working hybrid, partly autonomous microcosms. It is – of course – totally artificial, and the proposal does not look as if they are planning to make any particular part become natural, but it will, as the H2O Pavilion, provide a unique experience through the creation of a spatial significant and singular object composed out of artificial pieces. Ironical-ly, this project fulfills some of Frampton’s criteria for Critical Regionalism – in some way it is the caricature, or diagram, of regionalism.
“I have explored more deeply the light refracted and reflected through the crystalline form in order to produce a building facade which truly takes on the attributes of a crystal.”

Daniel Libeskind comments on the evolving look of the Crystal

The Crystal" is comprised of five interlocking, self-supporting prismatic structures that interface with the historic buildings that embrace it. With hardly a right angle anywhere, its sloping walls create unique interior spaces with soaring volumes and such distinctive details as the “Spirit House”, a void at the heart of the building that is traversed by criss-crossing bridges. Slashing windows fill the rooms with natural light and create uniquely framed views of the cityscapes outside.

The visitors enter into a spectacular atrium in which the two themes of the Museum, Nature and Culture, are distinctly thematized through the interlocking spatial volumes with tantalizing glimpses of the exhibitions above. The entire ground level is unified into a seamless space from North to South and from East to West. The resulting clarity of circulation and access creates a transparency in which the inherited architecture and new construction form an equilibrium of imaginative unity.
"The centrality of the site intensifies the profound relationship between history and the new, between tradition and innovation. The historical buildings, complemented by forward-looking and bold architecture, form an ensemble which regenerates the urban significance of the Museum, solves the complex functional issues, and dramatically improves exhibitions, facilities, programming and amenities. The Crystal, a structure of organically interlocking prismatic forms, asserts the primacy of participatory space and public choreography. Its image, function and structure turn this important corner of Toronto into a luminous beacon, a veritable showcase of people, events and objects, transforming the entire museum complex into a world-class destination."
Daniel Libeskind notes, “The Lee-Chin Crystal—designed in close collaboration with the Museum—is intended to transform the ROM into an inspired atmosphere that will promote the resurgence of the Museum as the dynamic center of Toronto.

The well-tested presentation of Nature and Culture are not only updated through interactive technology but are visualized within the true magic and power of physically built space. One could imagine this building as a place where the public is engaged in an ongoing drama rather than a static 19th century museum which suggests that nature has been conquered and culture has been archived.
DESIGN CONCEPT

Everything that surround us is/ was created by human, therefore, people become the very first element in this public space. In the urban setting, everyone is a performer by performing their daily live. The design concept is to create a space that allow the snap shot of their performing action, which hope the outcome of this would give people a very special and unforgettable memory at that very first moment of glance.
"[M]y pleasure has never surfaced in looking at buildings, at the 'great works' of
the history or present of architecture, but rather in dismantling them" (Tschumi

"[W]e don't want architecture to exclude everything that is disquieting. We want ar-
chitecture to have more ... Architecture should be cavernous, fiery, smooth, hard,
angular, brutal, round, delicate, colorful, obscene, voluptuous, dreamy, alluring,
repelling, wet, dry and throbbing." (Himmelblau 1988: 95)
The primary motives for making or remaking public space should be viewed against this changing panorama of public life in urban city. Visual enhancement is also an ancient and honorable motive that raises new question in our own social context. Garden, bath house, and basilicas help Roman to support public life in high style. In the Renaissance, it allow the opportunity to created straight street and pizzas that later brought enlightenment to the people.
SPACE, MODEL, AND MOVEMENT IN RED
The Parc de la Villette design thus leaves behind all functionalist and therapeutic nostalgia and is governed only by the “pleasure principle” of the architect himself.
“Russian Constructivists believed that geometry could function as an idealistic therapy, that it would guarantee happiness, harmony and health among the people. The formal references to constructivism in the Parc de la Villette should therefore be understood as a subversion of that philosophy by its very repetition.”
In the case of Tschumi’s Parc de la Villette, the uncanny does not function as a physical motif that threatens the bodily integrity of passers-by, but rather as a theoretical concept that helps to undermine and - indeed - deconstruct traditional humanist and functionalist architectural discourses.
MODEL IN LIGHT FORM
SECTION MODEL OF DEEP SPACE BELOW
MODEL SPACE THROUGH 4TH DIMENSION
INSIDE+OUTSIDE SPACE INTERFERENCE

THE INTERFERENCE SPACE OF FORM, TIME, AND LIGHT
MOVEMENT IN SPACE
Derrida...asked me why architects should be interested in his work, since, he observed, "deconstruction is anti-form, anti-hierarchy, anti-structure—the opposite of all that architecture stands for." "Precisely for this reason," was my response.

-Bernard Tschumi
EXEMPLARY LIGHT IN PHYSICAL MODEL FORM
BY EXPERIMENT ON THIS PROJECT, THIS EXPERIENCE COULD ALLOW NEXT PROCES TO HAVE BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF SPACES AND HOW IS A SPACE THAT ALLOW PUBLICS TO INTERACT WITH IT. IN THIS WORK, SPACE OF UNDER AND ABOVE BECAME USEFUL FOR THE GENERAL PUBLIC. THIS EVIDENT CAN SUGGEST THAT THE UNUSED SPACE SUCH AS MEDIUM COULD BE A SOLUTION FOR THOSE OVER POPULATED CITIES IN THE WORLD.
5th studio is formed by a group of master students that are doing independent experiment of works. The soul of 5th studio’s believes and spirits is tie into to the idea of “stage for a city”. Therefore, by being part of this studio, this opportunity allows this thesis to develop with human relationship and more depth in design. The studio itself becomes the best precedent study for this thesis.
RE-PROCESS

from the jointing of 5th studio, the thesis project began to derived from its original content to more much in depth. This idea of collaboration started to form this project into somewhat larger planning. With another partner to help to develop a better planing, this project is ready to take it to the next step. The focus of this project is based on the endeavor of utilizing the existing left-over / dead-space in a particular area of the Bronx in New York. This proposed use of space is delineated by three separate interventions: One using the space in the median on South Boulevard in-between the Bronx Zoo and Crotona Park, one spanning the width of a sunken part of Interstate Highway 95 which runs along the east coast down to Florida, and one which springs out of the intersection between these two proposals.
The first proposal, on .64 miles along the median of South Blvd. incorporates the needs of the surrounding community into its design. The program of this portion of the proposal is based not only on the surrounding zoning ordinances of the area, but on personal experience of its unique culture. These spaces include a youth center which houses a library, along with an indoor recreation facility and individualized educational spaces. Along the median are also designated spaces for the activation of the localized economic prosperity, including: open space for individual vendors, retail shops, and restaurants. To provide for the incorporation of this project into the larger network of existing public transportation, it will also include a re-designed bus stop accommodating the implications of the proposal. Collaborating with the existing land-uses, this proposal takes on a less commercial character when it runs through the district with worship facilities and residential neighborhoods. This collaboration takes the form of public plazas and green space. From the southern, more public oriented end of the median project, one is lead into the third phase by way of one of two connection modes.
The second phase of the project is a structure designated for the creation and display of aerosol artwork. This structure spans across the width of Interstate 95, serving the secondary purpose of connecting the pedestrian activity of the two separate communities on either side. The issue of providing a place for the creation of graffiti in a controlled environment creates a problem of authenticity. To designate a place for something that, in its nature, is created in places where it does not belong creates a contradiction. The driving force in the design is to cross the boundary, in controlled manipulations of our experiences on either end, of the inherent dialectic of contradictions. In one instance, this can be seen in the organization of the spaces in the building and the movement through them. The general form and layout of this structure are organized vertically and horizontally by means of a smooth spatial transition between two modes of focus. This goes from a focus on the artwork itself near the exterior spaces to a focus on the underground community of artists deeper in the structure. Toward the exterior, one is able to see the works of the graffiti artists and some of the displays of the catalogued artwork of the interior, but not the artists themselves, apart from an occasional hand spray-painting. Once one enters the interior spaces, the experience explodes into a multi-media underground environment. The individual is then connected, not only to the artwork of the interior through digital projection and physical cataloguing, but also to the underground-culture: the interaction with the people who create the work. This is an attempt to embody into the design the specific sub-cultural character of this form of artwork. The aerosol artist structure then funnels pedestrian activity to the third phase of the project through the use of the existing recreation space. The form a placement of the building reflects the surrounding environment and ties the individual to what is around him or her, to embody the character of place present and connect it to his or her own sense of haptic balance. The following thesis paper is a detailed analysis of how the sense of haptic balance and embodiment of the character of place may be achieved.
The third phase of the project is situated in-between the walls of the highway, supported on the median, in the stretch of highway between phase one and phase two. This structure merges certain aspects from each of the two phases into one, inclusive space with its own functions. The programmatic layout of this structure is based on the needs of the surrounding community for reconnection, along with the need for a fully functioning market space. The building is then organized into two parts: the east end serves as a market for fresh produce, while the west end’s purpose is to give the community a place to grow their own food, either for themselves or for resale at the market. The market responds to the lack of fresh produce in this particular area of the Bronx. The programmatic layout of spaces in this portion of the structure reflects the multi-faceted culture of the surroundings and designates many different areas for the free market to function. The greenhouses in the western-most portion of the structure supply the area with the means to furnish the market. Similar to the plots of land sold off outside many major cities in Europe and throughout the world, this will give people the opportunity to lease their own portion of soil for tending herbs and vegetables to take home or to sell in the market. The spaces between these two basic functions and within the functions themselves connect the individual experientially to their environment. The form of the building reflects this and the reaction and interaction of this exchange, between the rock-faces, the person, the functions, and then back into the form of the building, thus further enriching the experience. The space would not only serve the purpose as a way of traversing the gap in the landscape that the highway creates, but also as a destination in-itself that is intricate to the livability of the area.
The environmental analysis of this project reveals that there would have to be a variety of mechanical systems to counter the harsh environment. The analysis starts at the fact that this building is located in the middle of space directly above the highway, which would place it directly in the up-draft of the automobile fumes. It would be no problem, other than filtering clean air into the building, but there are portions of this building that are left open to the air. The solution to this problem would be a system that takes the exhaust fumes from under the building and takes it up and over the building while taking in clean, filtered air from outside of the highway. Such a system would be made up of rotating fans located in the space between columns at the base of the structure in the median of the highway. These fans would rotate in the direction of the traffic, powered in-part by it. The exhaust would then run through a system of pipes along the edge of the building, up to the roof. On the roof of the building there would be a collection basin for the air where, on the exterior of that, there would be black paint. This would heat the air up enough to generate a full system of passive air movement and ejaculation. The ejaculation would be hard and fast. Ejaculation is an essential part of J2TBS. To ejaculate enough, however, would entail the use of many more points of ejaculation in which mechanical assistance may also be needed. The mechanical assistance would come in the form of a sucking system that sucked in from outside of the highway and spit it out into the interior of the building (TBS forever). This system would keep the air from endangering the health of the people inside the building. In the case of heating and cooling the building would be supplied by two large mechanical rooms at either end.
The greenhouses would be capable of supplying heat to that part of the building in the daytime in the summer months, but would require additional heating to counter the heat-loss that would occur in the winter and at night time. To allow for a sufficient drainage system the structure would have to control where the rainwater collected. Collection of the rainwater would be necessary to keep the cars underneath from getting dumped on. This drainage system would be linked back into the existing highway drainage system. With the addition of these systems J2TBS would be efficient at controlling the environmental concerns of the hazardous environment.
From a crime-prevention point of view this building operates well, but should take a few considerations in-mind for its operation in the reduction of crime. The building was designed with the basic principles of CPTED in mind: visibility, territoriality, communication between programs, lighting, etc. It must be especially keen on these and other CPTED principles for the fact that the building does have many long stretches of un-programmed space that, if not designed properly, would facilitate criminal activity. One of the strengths of the building is that the procession through the building maintains a clear line of sight without dead-end corners or spaces which are completely separated from the main avenue of activity. Another strength of the design is that the building also avoids areas where there is a dead-end corridor; it instead provides multiple ways to get from any one point in the building to another point or a different level. The building also provides the ability for the proper users of the building to claim the space around for themselves through the ability to see multiple levels of the design in any given area. Throughout the building there is a conscious effort to locate program functions in relation with each other in a way that will not produce undesired interactions. Even in the bottom level of the building there is sufficient day-lighting to render space effectively and maintain a quality of lighting that would be a detriment to criminal activity. The weakness of the design is its inability to remain open at night-time when the market is not in function. If the program of the building were to expand in-time to include spaces such as galleries or even commercially invested interests such as nightclubs or bars, then certain areas would have to be able to be gated off and secured to one entrance and exit. All other entrances would have to be closed for the night. There would have to be the implementation of some security personnel throughout the building, especially in the greenhouses to maintain integrity and cooperation. In-all the building makes good use of CPTED principles.
Structurally this building would be supported in large part by the Y-columns at the base of the building. These columns are regularly spaced and would exhibit a deep pile-style foundation. The building above these columns would be supported mainly upon itself. The walls of the building are constructed with the intention that the entire system would be able to support itself, using the forces of tension and compression to balance each other in the section. The eastern section of the building, with its more vertically positioned walls would be able to utilize the walls as simple shear-walls and support the roof on-top-of them. These systems working in tandem with one-another would be successful in stabilizing the building in the vertical direction. In the horizontal direction the building may need extra support. The rock-face walls of the highway would lend some additional support in holding back the parts of the building that deviate from the median the most. This would support the floors in-between the median supports and the rock-wall. The areas that need additional horizontal support that do not reach to the highway wall for support will utilize a tension cable support system for stability. This system was approved by a practicing structural engineer and the advised changes were in-fact made. The entire system is fairly simple structurally and is integrated from the initial stage of design into the form of the building.
J2 TBS in collaboration

by

HANS + TEDDY
is located on a long 0.64 mile x 50 ft. long median on southern blvd bronx, ny

its function is based on the neighborhood needs and served.

consist a youth center as three median four restaurants, six retail spaces, and 60 designated vendor spaces. it also hosted a bus shelter station and green spaces of little parks to served to publics to do their daily activities.
YOUTH CENTER
YOUTH CENTER
BUS STOP
The underlying theme of the Graffiti Museum is to showcase the visual expression of street art and its cultural significance. The museum aims to create an immersive space that allows visitors to experience the art in an interactive and educational manner. The architecture is designed to reflect the dynamic and vibrant nature of graffiti culture, with a focus on creating a sense of depth and movement throughout the space.

The lower level of the museum features an exhibition area dedicated to historical graffiti art, with a timeline that traces the evolution of the art form. Visitors can explore the development of graffiti from its origins to the present day, viewing original pieces created by renowned artists.

The mid-level is dedicated to interactive installations, where visitors can participate in creating their own graffiti art using digital tools and software. This area also includes interactive workshops and guided tours that provide hands-on experience with graffiti techniques.

The top level offers a panoramic view of the museum and the surrounding city, providing a platform for reflection on the social and cultural impact of graffiti. It also houses a cafe and a gift shop, offering visitors a place to relax and reflect on their experiences.

Overall, the Graffiti Museum is a celebration of street art and its role in urban culture, offering a unique space for education, engagement, and appreciation of this vibrant art form.
MODEL IN SKETCH FORM
section - cont.
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LOOKING THROUGH UNDERPASS
It must be said after it all that the process of collaboration in a master’s thesis was difficult to handle at times, but the fruits of the labor are evident hopefully in the amount of work that got done. To put two minds together on one task is to open up angles that could not have been seen with one mind, no matter how sharp.
LIFE IS FULL OF EXPERIENCES AND LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL. WITH ALL OF PASSION THAT I HAVE, I AM PROPOSING THIS ARCHITECTURAL THESIS PROJECT WITH HUMAN TOUCH AND EXPERIMENT. IN THE END, THE HOPEFUL OUTCOME OF THIS THESIS IS TRYING TO BRING TO ANY COMMUNITY OR A CITY A SOLUTION TO SOLVE THEIR OVERCROWDED CRISIS. WITH FEW YEARS OF SCHOOLING KNOWLEDGE THAT I’VE GAINED, THIS SOLUTION MAY NOT BE A BEST IDEA FOR THE CRISIS, HOWEVER, AS PART OF HUMANITY ON EARTH, WE SHOULD ALL TRY TO THINK A WAY TO HELP OUR COMMUNITY TO BRING A BETTER TOMORROW FOR OUR NEXT GENERATION.
SPECIAL THANX TO

5TH STUDIO:
  BROCK S.
  ERIC LA-CHOW-CHOW
  HANSI
  BIG MIKE

NO-ONE IMPORTANT:
  EGO+COMPETITIVE ANDREW
  FARMER MILLER
  GREEK MUSICIAN
  THE CADMANKEY YOKO ONO

SMOKER CORNER:
  STEM0
  SOME FRASHMAN
  CARLY
  K BABY
  JAKE (SOMETIMES)

THIEF:
  K.DIDDY

THE WALKING DEAD STUDIO:
  SINSAA
  CHICAGO (A JI A JI)
  ERICA

4TH YEAR:
  DIRTY JOSH
  PETER THE GIANT

3RD YEAR:
  KAIJA..MY FAVORITE 100 ROSES GIRL
  BROCK’S OLD GIRL
  DA BLACKMAN

FRASHMAN STUDIO:
  THE NAKED MAN
  THOSE HOT GIRLS NEXT TO 5TH

OUTSIDE STUDIO:
  ARZEL THE PHD IN EVERYTHING.. HE’LL HOOK 
  YOU UP, MAN!
  BROCK’S MOM, BRIAN, MAGGIE, ZENA AND CRA-
  ZY SADIE.

INFLUENTIAL ELDERLY:
  KAREN ... MY BOSS
  MUELLER....WE’LL CATCH A STEELHEAD FOR YOU
  HAPPY TOM
  DORIAN
  COACH
  DONNIE
  ALDO
  RAIKA ALLOS.. I MISS YOU MUCH!!

AND MY DAPHNE, COLA. MY MOM, DAVE. MY DAD AND
MY BROTHER.
AND ALL OF FRIENDS THAT I HAVE.
TBS IS ON THE WAY TO GO!!!